“Water-in-Salt” Electrolyte Makes Aqueous Sodium-Ion Battery Safe, Green, and Long-Lasting
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Apparently, this tactical measure is impractical and nonsustainable for actual applications such as grid storage, where cells will have to be charged at low rates, and capacity has to be retained at charged states upon prolonged standings.

In this work, we applied “water-in-salt” concept to expand the stability window of Na-ion aqueous electrolyte, in the hope that similar kinetic protection effect as observed in the Li version of “water-in-salt” electrolyte (LiWiSE) would occur. Solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) has been best known for such kinetic protection in LIBs that uses nonaqueous electrolytes based on carbonate solvents. Recently, we reported that an aqueous SEI is possible as long as Li+-solvation sheath is sufficiently populated by proper anions. Here, we show for the first time that a Na version of WiSE (NaWiSE) based on sodium trifluoromethane sulfonate (NaCF3SO3, or NaOTF) can indeed form a Na+-conducting SEI on NaTi2(PO4)3 anode surface and effectively suppress hydrogen evolution. Meanwhile, the reduced electrochemical activity of water also leads to hindered oxygen evolution on Na0.66(Mn0.66Ti0.34)O2 cathode. An overall electrochemical window of 2.5 V is thus usable for Na-ion chemistries. Such expanded window allows a full Na-ion battery constructed on Na0.66(Mn0.66Ti0.34)O2 and NaTi2(PO4)3 to function with unprecedented reversibility, as evidenced by extraordinarily high Coulombic efficiency (>99.2%) even at a low rate of 0.2 C for >350 cycles. At a high rate of 1 C, superior long-term cycle life of >1200 cycles was also achieved, with negligible capacity losses (0.006% per cycle). We believe that these encouraging performances enlighten a new direction for the development of practical aqueous Na-ion battery of excellent cycle-life, ultimate safety as well as environmental friendliness.

2. Results and Discussion

As the universal solvent on this planet, water molecule is highly polar with a high dielectric constant (78.3 at room temperature). The lone electron pair on its oxygen serves as strong Lewis base for water molecules far outnumber the salt, it is generally accepted that its solvation sheath consists of at least two layers: the more-tightly associated primary and the relatively loose secondary solvation shell (Figure 1a), with the first Na+ solvation shell typically containing 6 oxygens. However, when salt concentration is above 9.00 m, there are barely enough water molecules available to form the “classical” primary solvation sheath, and the resultant “water-in-salt” solution can then be visualized as a liquefied salt. As reported recently, a series of new properties including that of both transport and interphasic chemistry become possible in the realm of such highly concentrated solutions.

It has been shown previously that, in the Lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI)–H2O system, the Li salt was largely dissociated when there were more than 6–10 water molecules per Li+. In order to induce widespread aggregation and eliminate free water, so that the desired aqueous protective interphase-formation could be realized, the water/cation ratio must be lower than 3. Interestingly, aggregation behavior differs significantly in the NaOTF–H2O system, granting us the desired interphasic benefits at much lower salt concentrations. Figure 1b and Figure S1 (Supporting Information) show the salt aggregation in NaOTF–H2O as probed via Raman spectroscopy, in which the evolution of the SO3 stretching band with salt concentration was examined. From 2 to 9.26 m, the overall peak (black solid line in Figure 1b) experiences a bluish shift. Its deconvolution in 9.26 m reveals two major bands, attributed, respectively, to the solvent-separated ion pairs (SSIP, Na+(H2O)n−OTF: 1032 cm−1) and contact ion pairs (CIP, NaOTF)/aggregated cation–anion pairs (AGG, Na+(CF3SO3)n−1: 1040 cm−1) (Table 1 and Figure 1d). The evolution of this band indicated that the SSIPs fraction dramatically drops below 70% at only 6 m salt concentration, or <40% at 9.26 m, where majority of salt species already exist as CIP/AGG at high salt concentrations than its Li cousin (Figure 1b and Table 1). A density-function theory (DFT) analysis of the changes in this band upon Na+ complexation reveals a strong dependence of the band shift on the Na+ position relative to SO3-group of the anion, which complicates Raman spectrum interpretation as discussed in supporting information (Figures S2–S5, Supporting Information). However, when the position-dependent shifts of the ν(SO3) band calculated from DFT are combined with the probability of finding the Na+ cation in these positions from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, the distribution of ν(SO3) shifts was obtained (Figure 1c). The most probable blue-shift of 8 cm−1 for the ν(SO3) band of CIP compared to SSIP and the shape of the shift curve obtained from modeling agree excellently with the Raman decomposition results, which support our band assignment (Figure 1b) and strongly suggests that the majority of ions at 9.26 m were indeed part of ion pairs or aggregates. MD simulations using a many-body polarizable force field were also utilized to examine ion aggregation and transport. The excellent agreement between the predicted and experimental values of ionic conductivity further validates the simulation model (Figure S6, Supporting Information). Overall, a significant degree of ion pairing and aggregation were found in all three simulated concentrations of the NaOTF–H2O: 4, 6, and 9.3 m at 60 °C, yielding 0.66, 1.16, and 1.7 anions coordinating a Na+ on average, in a sharp contrast with the LiTFSI–H2O electrolyte. Moreover, when an immediate (or compact) solvation shell (R(S(anion)−Na+)< 3.7 Å) of anion was examined at 9.3 m salt concentration, MD simulations predicted that 30% of ions exist as solvent-separated ion in good agreement with Raman data. When considering the full solvation shell R(S(anion)−Na+) < 4.4 Å), only 14% of anions would be solvent-separated from Na+, indicating that the most anions are in the close vicinity of Na+, and would likely participate in interphasic chemistry during Na+–intercalation into anode host discussed below.

In order to provide further support for CIP and aggregate existence in NaOTF–H2O system, relative free energies of the SSIP and CIP were also calculated using quantum chemistry (QC) calculations through a cluster-continuum approach, in
which 6 water molecules in the immediate anion solvation shell were included explicitly as shown in Figure 1d, while water beyond it was modeled as implicit solvent. The CIPs were found to have slightly lower free energies than SSIP, suggesting that contact ion pair formation might prevail even at low to moderate concentrations. The structure with the Na\(^{+}\) coordinated by both F and O in OTF-anion was found to be only 1.7 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) less stable than SSIP indicating that such structures, while not dominant, are expected to be present in solution. Indeed, as Figure 1e shows, Na\(^{+}\) is able to approach the F without significant energetic penalty. Interestingly, a much higher energy penalty for the Li–F approach was observed in the Li analog for metal-fluoride distances >2.2 Å. This fundamental difference in NaWiSE and LiWiSE constitutes the basis of forming a dense Na\(^{+}\)-conducting interphase at relatively low salt concentration because of the viability of the F-abstraction and NaF formation as a result of reduction of the cation–anion aggregates.

As expected, the intensified cation–anion association results in decreasing ion conductivities from the diluted states
Figure S6, Supporting Information). Nevertheless, at 9.26 m, the conductivity (50 mS cm\(^{-1}\)) still maintains a high value, being five times higher than what typical nonaqueous electrolytes can offer (10 mS cm\(^{-1}\)).[17] Moreover, MD simulations predict more than 40% faster diffusion of cation compared to anion at this concentration at 333 K, suggesting high cation transference number. According to Yamada et al.,[18] a super-ionic region should exist at such high salt concentrations as result of the disruption of water network that normally exists in diluted aqueous solutions. The high ionic population occupying the coordination capability of both O and H breaks the hydrogen bonding between water molecules while making the solvent matrix less viscous than what Walden’s rule would predict. As a result, ion conduction decouples from the solvent cages.

While ion aggregation reduces ionic conductivity, it is beneficial for the formation of an aqueous interphase that stabilizes water molecules against the reducing surfaces of the anode materials.[14,19] Similar to what found in LiWiSE, high salt aggregation and intimate Na–F contacts present in NaWiSE help in raising salt reduction potential above that of hydrogen evolution. Figure 2a shows the calculated salt reduction potentials for various configurations spanning from CIP to aggregates. Reduction of CIPs or aggregates without NaF formation occurs at potentials slightly lower than 2.0 V versus Na/Na\(^+\), while reduction of the NaCF\(_3\)SO\(_3\) aggregates resulting in NaF formation occurs above 2.4 V versus Na/Na\(^+\), i.e., before the decomposition of water molecule (2.29 V), thus granting an opportunity for the anode being protected by NaF during the first charging cycle. What differs from the reported LiWiSE is that the salt concentration required for such interphase formation in NaWiSE (≈9.0 m) is far below what required for LiTFSI (21 m). The further details of MD and DFT calculation about the mechanism of anion reduction, ion aggregation, and Li ionic transportation in different concentrated electrolytes are presented in SI (Figures S7–S11, Supporting Information).

Compared with the LiF-rich SEI found previously, one would expect a Na\(^+\)-conducting SEI to be less stable simply due to the higher solubility of NaF (>40 mg per 1 mL at 25 °C) than LiF (<1.34 mg per 1 mL at 25 °C) in water. Fortunately, the dissolution of NaF by water seems to be significantly suppressed by the modest concentration of NaOTF, as shown in Figure 2b. The lower NaF solubility in the “water-in-salt” electrolyte by
more than 10 times as compared with neat water should ensure sufficient stability of the NaF-based SEI against electrolyte dissolution.

Cycling voltammetry (CV) was used to evaluate the electrochemical stability window of NaWiSE on inert stainless steel electrodes using (Figure 3a), as well as sodiation/desodiation behaviors of NaTi$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ anode, Na$_{0.66}$[Mn$_{0.66}$Ti$_{0.34}$]O$_2$ cathode (inset in Figure 3a), and the corresponding NaTi$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$/Na$_{0.66}$[Mn$_{0.66}$Ti$_{0.34}$]O$_2$ full cell in NaWiSE (Figure 3c). The overall NaWiSE window is nearly 2.5 V as shown in Figure 3a, with cathodic and anodic limits located at 1.7 and 4.2 V versus Na, respectively. As demonstrated in Figure 3a, this window should be wide enough to envelop the electrochemical couple of Na$_{0.66}$[Mn$_{0.66}$Ti$_{0.34}$]O$_2$ and NaTi$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$. It is known that CV at fast scan rates tends to overestimate electrochemical stability window, where the onset currents of various parasitic reactions could be kinetically hidden. Using a slower scan rate (0.1 mV s$^{-1}$), which would more closely simulate what electrolyte experiences in an actual Na$_{0.66}$[Mn$_{0.66}$Ti$_{0.34}$]O$_2$/NaTi$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ battery, an irreversible process is hence revealed to occur above 1.6 V during the first charging (Figure 3c). This process could be attributed to both SEI formation (OTF-anion reduction) and simultaneous breaking down of water (hydrogen evolution) at the NaTi$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ anode surface. The separate galvanostatic cyclings of NaTi$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ anode and Na$_{0.66}$[Mn$_{0.66}$Ti$_{0.34}$]O$_2$ cathode (Figure S12, Supporting Information) obtained in a three-electrode cell configuration and the corresponding Na$_{0.66}$[Mn$_{0.66}$Ti$_{0.34}$]O$_2$/NaTi$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ full cell in the first two cycles were also evaluated in NaWiSE (Figure 3b). After the initial cycles, the irreversible processes apparently diminish and eventually disappear, which is a typical behavior of SEI formation and subsequently stabilization (Figure 3c). The pristine morphologies of both NaTi$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ anode and Na$_{0.66}$[Mn$_{0.66}$Ti$_{0.34}$]O$_2$ cathode were examined under scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), as presented in Figures S13 and S14 (Supporting Information), respectively.

The galvanostatic charge/discharge performances of Na$_{0.66}$[Mn$_{0.66}$Ti$_{0.34}$]O$_2$/NaTi$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ full cells were evaluated in three different Na electrolytes with the varying salt concentrations: 2 m NaCF$_3$SO$_3$ ("salt-in-water" electrolyte, or NaSiWE), 9.26 m NaCF$_3$SO$_3$ (NaWiSE), and 1 m Na$_2$SO$_4$ (Figure 4 and Figure S15 (Supporting Information)). In order to compensate for the Na consumption due to the SEI formation and subsequent stabilization process, the excess cathode was used against the anode at a mass ratio of 2:1, which translates to an excess of $\approx$5% molar Na at the cathode side on the basis of the reported reversible capacities ($\approx$70 mA h g$^{-1}$) of Na$_{0.66}$[Mn$_{0.66}$Ti$_{0.34}$]O$_2$ and the theoretical capacities (133 mA h g$^{-1}$) of NaTi$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$. In NaWiSE electrolytes, the full cells demonstrated an average voltage of 1.0 V and discharge capacity of 31 mA h g$^{-1}$ based on the total electrode mass at 0.2 C, which translates into individual cathode and anode capacities of 62 and 93 mA h g$^{-1}$, respectively (Figure 3b). An energy density of 31 W h kg$^{-1}$ was
thus delivered based on the total electrode mass. Judging from the materials used in the cell configuration (70% active materials including cathode and anode; 30% nonactive materials including separator, electrolyte and current collector, and so on), we roughly estimated that the energy density of our proposed system should be above 20 W h kg$^{-1}$ at cell level. Since Na source is limited in full cell, Coulombic efficiency is the critical factor determining not only how long the cell would survive but also how reversible the electrochemistry is. As Figure 4b shows, the Coulombic efficiencies of such Na-ion full cells enabled by 1 m Na$_2$SO$_4$, NaSiWE, and NaWiSE are 77.6%, 88.2%, and 91.2% in the first cycle (Figure 3b and Figure S15 (Supporting Information)), respectively, which gradually increase in the following cycles and ultimately stabilize at 96.0% (1 m Na$_2$SO$_4$), 97.0% (NaSiWE), and 99.2% (NaWiSE), respectively. As expected, much better cyclic cycling stability and lower capacity fading rate (0.086% per cycle) were achieved in NaWiSE than 1 m Na$_2$SO$_4$ (0.37% per cycle) and NaSiWE (<0.18% per cycle). The suppression of water decomposition by formation of SEI is apparently responsible for the superior performances of the Na-ion full cell in NaWiSE.

It should be noted that Coulombic efficiency depends on the charge–discharge rate. At a high rate of 1 C, there is a little difference between the Coulombic efficiencies of NaSiWE (99.7%) and NaWiSE (99.9%), a result of hydrogen evolution as a parasitic process being less competitive at such high rate against electrochemical sodiation/desodiation reactions in both electrolytes. However, such “pseudostability” of NaSiWE due to kinetic hindrance of parasitic reaction is not of practical significance, as in actual applications, the capacity has to be gained at slow rates and also be retained at charged states during long-term standing. Upon closer examination, since sodiation potential of NaTi$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ (2.1 V vs Na) is slightly lower than that of hydrogen evolution in neutral aqueous NaSiWE (2.29 V vs Na), simultaneous hydrogen evolution inevitably occurs in all previously reported aqueous Na-ion batteries.[6] Thus, the high Coulombic efficiencies reported in previous literature with diluted electrolytes are the result of such pseudostability. As taught by Dahn and coworkers, cycle life and reversibility of batteries obtained at high rates do not reflect stable operation in real battery environments.[20] Only in the presence of an aqueous SEI formed in NaWiSE can superior cycling performance and Coulombic efficiency >99% be maintained at low rate of 0.2 C (Figure 4). This improvement removes a major barrier to the practical application of aqueous Na-ion batteries.

To confirm that an aqueous SEI has been formed in NaWiSE, high resolution TEM images of NaTi$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ anode before and after cycles were collected as direct evidences (Figure 5). On pristine surface of nanosized NaTi$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ anode only a thin carbon coating can be observed (Figure 5a,b); however, after prolonged cycling (1000 cycles at 1 C), an extra layer of partially crystalline species with the thickness of 4–6 nm was detected (Figure 5d), which uniformly covers the surface. The interplanar space of this new layer was found to be in the range of 0.25–0.26 nm, almost identical to the perfect crystalline NaF (0.234 nm (200)) (Figure 5c). It should also be noted that, even in NaSiWE, the presence of SEI can still be detected on the anode particle after 1000 cycles, with the only difference...
being that the SEI in this case is not as robust as that formed in NaWiSE (Figure S16, Supporting Information). However, it still exerts certain effect on the suppression of electrolyte decomposition as compared to the Na$_2$SO$_4$ electrolyte, which does not form any SEI on anode surface, as evidenced by the performance difference in Figure 4a,b.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) with Ar-ion sputtering was performed on the cycled electrode (Figure 5e,f) and the pristine electrode (Figure 5g), which revealed clear NaF presence on anode surface after cycling in both NaWiSE and NaSiWE electrolyte. The black and red solid lines represent the cycled electrodes without sputtering and with Ar ion sputtering for 15 min, respectively. g) The pristine electrode.

Figure 5. SEI on the Na$_2$Ti$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ anode. a,b) TEM images of Na$_2$Ti$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ particle before and after galvanostatic cycling. (a) Pristine Na$_2$Ti$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ and its high-resolution image (b), c) high-resolution images of Na$_2$Ti$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ after cycling in NaWiSE for 421 times at 0.2 C, and d) after 1000 cycles at 1 C. e,f) XPS spectra of Na$_2$Ti$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ electrodes before and after cycled. (e) After 1 cycle in NaWiSE; (f) after 1 cycle in NaSiWE electrolyte. The black and red solid lines represent the cycled electrodes without sputtering and with Ar ion sputtering for 15 min, respectively. g) The pristine electrode.
intensity of NaF from NaWiSE is significantly higher than that from NaSiWE. More interestingly, in sharp contrast with the electrode cycled in NaSiWE, which yielded signals of C, P, and Ti corresponding to poly(vinylidene difluoride) (PTFE) binder (−CF2−), carbon additive and active material (P and Ti), respectively, the electrode recovered from NaWiSE did not yield any of those signals, even after prolonged (15 min) sputtering was applied in order to remove any possible residual salt on its surface. Therefore, the NaF-based SEI formed by NaWiSE on the anode must be extremely dense and robust, which completely shielded all the elements contained by the electrode composite.

If the NaF-based SEI cannot insulate electron tunneling, side chemical reaction between electrolyte and the fully sodiation electrode Na3xTi2(PO4)3 (x ≤ 2) is expected to occur spontaneously in open circuit (Equation (1))

$$xH_2O(l) + Na_{3-x}Ti_2(PO_4)_{3-x} \rightarrow xNaOH(s) + NaTi_2(PO_4)_{3-x} + 0.5xH_2(g)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

resulting in sodium loss at anode and hydrogen build-up. Thus, a real rigorous test of the SEI stability is the long-term storage at 100% state of charge (SOC), which has never been conducted in any reported aqueous Na-ion battery work. As shown by Figure 6a,b, such a rigorous self-discharge test is performed with fully sodiated Na3xTi2(PO4)3 anode in aqueous electrolyte by monitoring the decay of its open circuit voltage (OCV). Clearly, it took much longer for the OCV to drop from 1.1 to 0.8 V in NaWiSE (710 h) than in NaSiWE (540 h) (Note: 1.1 V is the potential difference between desodiated Na0.66[Mn0.66Ti0.34]O2 and sodiated Na1+xTi2(PO4)3, and 0.8 V is the potential difference between desodiated Na0.66[Mn0.66Ti0.34]O2 and desodiated NaTi2(PO4)3 due to capacity loss by anode via self-discharge). Meanwhile, after 10 h resting at fully charged state (100% SOC), the Coulombic efficiencies were also plotted against cyclic number (Figure 6b) for NaWiSE, which gradually increase and approach 100%, revealing that the formation and continuous perfection of a protective SEI took time. After 500 cycles, the Coulombic efficiency increased from 96.2% to 98.7%, where the hydrogen evolution should have been significantly suppressed. The capacity loss is asymptotical, manifesting that the self-discharge is most severe right after the very first full-charge (100% SOC) and then rapidly tapers off. Using commercial LIB as benchmark, the capacity loss is above 5% in the initial 24 h. Therefore, the Coulombic efficiencies of 96.2% at the 21st cycle
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3. Conclusion

In this work, we successfully demonstrated for the first time that a Na+-conducting SEI can be formed in concentrated sodium version of “water-in-salt” electrolyte. This SEI expands the usable electrochemical window to 2.5 V for a Na-ion battery constructed with NaTi2(PO4)3 and Na0.66[Mn0.66Ti0.34]O2. Raman spectra together with molecular scale simulations revealed that cation–anion interaction and occurs much more intensely in Na-ion electrolytes, resulting in pronounced ion aggregation and, more importantly, the intimate Na–F contacts. This factor played a key role in raising the anion reduction potential in order to defeat water decomposition, and enables the formation of a stable and reproducible SEI at much lower salt concentration than its Li counterparts. Thanks to the kinetic protection provided by this SEI, parasitic reactions in full Na-ion battery constructed on NaTi2(PO4)3 and Na0.66[Mn0.66Ti0.34]O2 were minimized, leading to remarkable capacity retention improvements no matter upon storage at 100% SOC or cycling at low rates. This Na-ion full cell achieved an energy density of 31 W h kg⁻¹ with nearly 100% Coulombic efficiency (99.7%) at 0.2 C for >350 cycles, or superior long cycle life >1200 times at 1 C. We anticipate that the introduction of Na⁺-conducting aqueous SEI into aqueous Na-ion batteries will open a new pathway for its practical application in electric energy storage systems.

4. Experimental Section

Material Synthesis: Aqueous electrolytes are prepared according to molality (mol-salt in kg-solvent), which were coded by abbreviated concentrations (2, 4, 6, and 9.26 m), respectively. Na0.66[Mn0.66Ti0.34]O2 cathode was prepared by a solid state reaction at 900 °C for 12 h using precursors Na2CO3 (99%), Mn2O3 (99%), and TiO2 (99.5%) with the stoichiometric ratio of 1.05:1:1.00. Pristine NaTi2(PO4)3 anode was synthesized by a sol–gel method. Stoichiometric amounts of NaN03, NH4H2PO4, and citric acid were first dissolved in deionized (DI) water, followed by the addition of a diluted tetrabutoxytitanium solution in ethanol to reach the final stoichiometry under vigorously stirring. Finally, after evaporating the solvent, the gel precursor was annealed at 700 °C for 12 h in air. The carbon-coated NaTi2(PO4)3 was prepared by a chemical vapor deposition method at 800 °C for 6 h, which was placed in a quartz tube furnace and a toluene (C6H6) vapor was carried by Ar gas.

Material Characterizations: SEM and TEM were examined in a Hitachi S-4700 operating at 10 kV and at a JEOL 2100 F field emission, respectively. Raman spectra were collected with a Horiba Jobin Yvon Labram Aramis using a 532 nm diode-pumped solid-state laser between 1200 and 100 cm⁻¹, with all the samples sealed in a glass test tube. XPS analysis was performed on a high resolution Kratos AXIS 165 X-ray photoelectron spectrometer using monochromic AlKα radiation source. All samples were recovered from full aqueous Na-ion cell in 232 coin cell configuration after electrochemical cycles. The electrodes were rinsed by DME three times and then dried under vacuum for half an hour before XPS measurement.

Electrochemical Measurements: Ionic conductivity was measured with electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) with Gamry impedance analyzer. The samples were equilibrated in a temperature chamber over a temperature range of 10 to 50 °C. At each set temperature, the sample was left standing for at least 0.5 h before EIS was collected. The conductivity cell constants were predetermined using 0.01 M aqueous KCl standard solution at 25 °C. Composite electrodes were fabricated by compressing active materials, carbon black, and PTFE at weight ratio of 8:1:1 on a stainless steel grid. The full aqueous Na-ion cell was assembled in CR2032-type coin cell, which were cycled galvanostatically on a Land BT2000 battery test system (Wuhan, China) at room temperature (28–30 °C).
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